By accessing this website & Subscription, the users undertake to have read, understood and
agreed to be legally bound by the terms of the following disclaimer and user agreement
This software contains few techniques of calculation of Stoploss, share quantity and entry and
exit price which is based on the formulas, Technical and Data Reading and interpretation
methods. The motto of this software to make aware people to calculate their risk and help to find
out their entry and exit values for shares. It also helpful to avoid entry in range bound or flat
market. This software can use for cash market, future market and For Few option market stocks
with good liquidity and volatility. Client profit & loss is solely responsibility of their own.
Watch the video of how to use this software, Take trail of the software and then decide to buy the
online software. Money is non-refundable in any case.
After Login please save your username & Password and use the same for every time
login. After Login Your able to see Stoploss Page on Upper Right Side and from
PRICING,You can buy subscription .Your payment is for subscription of software and not
for buying its ownership. This subscription validity depends on the plan you choose.
It is prohibited to use, store, reproduce, display, modify, transmit or distribute the data contained
you’re not provide any tips and advisory to your friends, relatives and clients. . I am not sebi
registered advisor and this predication and data analysis website is only for educational purpose.
In this website without the explicit prior written permission of Website owner and/or the
data provider. All intellectual property rights are reserved by the providers and/or the exchange
providing the data contained in this website. There are risks associated with utilizing internet,
email and short messaging system (SMS) based information and research dissemination services.
Users are advised to understand that the services can fail due to failure of hardware, software,
and Internet connection
Stock trading is inherently risky and the users agree to assume complete and full responsibility
for the outcomes of all trading decisions that they make, including but not limited to loss of
capital
Trading in financial instruments and/or crypto currencies involves high risks including the risk of
losing some, or all, of your investment amount, and may not be suitable for all investors. Prices
of crypto currencies. are extremely volatile and may be affected by external factors such as
financial, regulatory or political events. Trading on margin increases the financial risks.
Before deciding to trade in financial instrument or crypto currencies you should be fully
informed of the risks and costs associated with trading the financial markets, carefully consider
your investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite, and seek professional advice
where needed The website is not responsible for any errors, omissions or representations on any
of the pages or on any external links on any of the pages on the webpage. The website does not
endorse any advertisers. The users are requested to verify the veracity of all information on their
own before undertaking any alliance.

